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To Whom It May Concern:

We are very pleased that to hear that our manuscript has been accepted for publication in BMC Ophthalmology. The changes requested by the editorial team have been made and are outlined below. We look forward to the publication of this manuscript.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kaplow

Major Revisions:

1. The title the submission system has been changed so that the titles in the manuscript and submission system match.

2. The structure of the abstract has been modified appropriately, using the following headings: Background, Case Presentation, and Conclusions.

3. The abstract in the submission system has been changed so that the abstracts in the manuscript and submission system match.

4. I have removed 2 figures so that there are 5 figures cited and 5 figures uploaded.

Minor revisions

1. The title has been revised to use sentence case only so that is now reads as follows: “Isolated sixth cranial nerve palsy as the presenting symptom of a rapidly expanding ACTH positive pituitary adenoma: a case report.”

2. All highlighting and tracking has been removed.

3. The “Competing Interests Statement” has been renamed to “Completing Interests.”

4. The manuscript has been revised such that all figures, rather than figure ranges, are listed.